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Abstract: Most entryways are constrained by people with the utilization of keys, security cards, secret phrase 

or example to open the entryway. The aim of this paper is to help clients for improvement of the entryway 

security of delicate areas by utilizing face location and acknowledgment. Face is a complex multidimensional 

structure and needs great computation strategies for location and acknowledgment. This paper is contained for 

the most part of three subsystems: to be specific face identification, face acknowledgment and programmed 

entryway get to control. The system once it recognizes the person it opens the door. If the person doesn’t 

recognize then the door remains off. 

Index Terms: SIFT, Face Recognition, Door Lock 

 

I. Introduction 
Humans as individuals, have particular  characteristics and 7distinctive. These characteristics can be 

used to  understand  or  discover persons. This is called biometric  recognition. Facial reputation is a sort of 

biometric software application that may identify a specific man or woman in a digital image with the aid of 

reading and evaluating patterns. Face recognition is used for safety purpose. In brand new networked 

international, the need to hold the security of records or physical belongings is turning into both increasingly 

crucial and more and more difficult. From time to time we hear approximately the crimes of credit score card 

fraud, pc break in’s through hackers, or safety breaches in a company, government building. In the 12 months 

1998, state-of-the-art cyber crooks caused properly over US $a hundred million in losses. In maximum of these 

crimes, the criminals have been taking advantage of a essential flaw inside the conventional get admission to 

manipulate systems: the systems do now not furnish access via "who we are", but by way of ―what we have", 

inclusive of ID cards, keys, passwords, and PIN numbers. None of those  approach are really defining us. Rather, 

they simply are manner to authenticate us. It goes without pronouncing that if someone steals, duplicates, or 

acquires those identification means, he or she can be able to get entry to our records or our personal belongings 

any time they need. Recently, era became available to permit verification of "true" individual identity. This 

generation is based in a field called "biometrics". Biometric get right of entry to controls are automated strategies 

of verifying or spotting the identity of a living character on the premise of some physiological traits, together with 

fingerprints or facial features. In today’s world of connectivity and clever devices there is an urgent need to adjust 

our current day to day items and make them smart, additionally it isn't always the era whilst we can blindly accept 

as true with the antique and conventional security measures, specifically talking is our door locks. To change and 

modernize any item we need to eliminate its existing drawbacks and add greater functionality. The foremost 

drawbacks in a common door lock is that everybody can open a conventional door lock by means of duplicating 

or stealing the key and its truly impossible if we need our friends and family to go into our house, without being 

virtually present over there. Thus why no longer just dispose of those problems. So, to definitely convert this 

ordinary door lock into a smart lock, which could open the door each time we flip up in the front of the gate or 

while we want it to open up for a person. The database of photos are saved in database of friends .If the person is 

available in front of door then camera capture the photo and in shape with the reference picture. If the face 

matches then the door is open. So an era has come where devices can have interaction with its customers and at 

the equal time make certain of their protection and hold improvising themselves. 

 

II. Literature Survey 
Door lock security systems are categorized based totally on era used 1) GSM primarily based, 2) smart 

card primarily based, 3) Password based, 4) Biometric based totally, 5) RFID based totally, 6) Door telephone    

primarily based, 7) Bluetooth primarily based, eight) Social networking   sites  based, 9) OTP primarily based, 

10) motion detector based,  eleven) VB based, 12) mixed gadget   

 
. 
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2.1 Password  based systems.  

The programmable digital code lock tool [1] is programmed   in this sort ofway that it'll operates most 

effective with the proper access of predefined digits. it is also known as an integrated combinational type lock. 

Electronics secure is its example. based at the programmable digital code lock, the reprogrammable digital door 

locks [2] had been invented in that the password can trade any time because it stored in promenade. For 

operating the tool, GSM/CDMA module may be used. when any man or woman calls up from his telephone, the 

call will be acquired with the aid of the gadget. And the door will opens most effective if the call is from  unique 

person. A cellular telephone managed password  blanketed door lock gadget [3] is as proven in Fig 2 which 

became proposed to open the door with the help of mobile phone device by  coming into a specific   code.  

The person can make a name to a machines range. This name is liable for starting or remaining   of 

the   entry with  the use of accurate password. In present day password primarily based system, a extra 

advanced system [4] develops which communicates the proprietor of the office or residence, while any 

unauthorized character tries to open the code, by way of giving accurate code as properly. even as ultimate the 

door of office/domestic,  the proprietor has to press the 0 key to be had at  the hex keypad and loose the 

system. The machine evolved by way of Annie P.Oommen et. al. [5] allows for converting the password. To 

open the lock,  the entered password must matches  with the modified one. In a few systems  the safety dial-

up allows through the GSM modem[6], when the unauthorized person enters an invalid password  then the 

controller informs to the owner via GSMmodem. Latest protection system [7]  is designed wherein  the locking 

safety system maybe stronger with the assist of GSM and RF wireless technology by using a 4 digit password 

which affords the authentication. 2.2Biometric based gadget The palmtop popularity is the subsequent step for 

fingerprint reputation. It [8] operates on the photograph of palmtop. first of all machine takes an photograph of 

the palmtop then it works on that photograph by partitioning it and technique is needed.  

At  the quit, verify the proper character.  Consequently, it reduces the probabilities of blunders in 

other human recognition techniques and clarifies the troubles which have been confronted inside the fingerprint 

recognition. The biometric method may be very useful in financial institution lockers. Except fingerprint 

recognition the vein detector and  iris  scanner  gives best and accurate result so, in the financial institution 

security gadget [9], microcontroller continuously observes the Vein Detector and Iris Scanner via keypad 

authenticated codes. at some stage in night the wi-fi movement detector may be energetic, if any variant occurs in 

its output, it'll be sensed by way of the controller and alertsounds can be given by it. These days, the short  

based  most important factor analysis  method is  proposed  wherein  the amendment of major factor evaluation 

approach for the face reputation and face detection process is carried out [10].  

The image is captured by the net digital camera and it gets matched with the image stored inside the 

database. New superior door lock protection systems are available based at the pattern of the human iris for 

providing a high degree of security. And to make the device more efficient n reliable the duplication is achieved in 

MATLAB [1].  

2.three GSM primarily based structures in many door lock safety structures, GSM is used for 

communiqué motive. The cause of a piece cultivated through utilization of circuits like a GSM module which 

receives activated through a controller [2] for sending SMS  in emergency to owner and  for sending 

corresponding offerings of protection on the time of ruin in. For detecting obstacles, the system requires 

numerous sensors. It gathers records from the sensors and settles on a preference. With the assist of GSM 

module, sends SMS to a respective number. A these days created version for protection of door [3] without 

problems managed  like far flung manipulate operations by means of a GSM hand set acts because  the 

transmitter and the alternative GSM smartphone set with  the  DTMF  associated with the motor attached to  

door with the  use of DTMF decoder, a stepper  motor and microcontroller unit. these days humans need 

to be relaxed even though they're away from domestic [4].  whilst the  owner  isn't  at  his domestic, security 

of domestic and vital  matters  is the large trouble in the front of all.two frameworks have been created which 

relies upon on GSM based totally generation. For detection of the gate-crashes, it takes place by  means of 

taking pictures  photo  via  internet  digital camera. when peoples aren't at their houses, the device sends 

notification in terms  of SMS to the crisis variety. A novel administrator based device [5] can login without any 

stretch to the device and may see visitors report and listen their  recorded  messages and additionally 

robotically lock the door using cell verbal  exchange technology 
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III. Proposed Methodology 

 
Figure: 1 Block diagram of proposed system 

 

Face Recognition is the process of determining whether or not a face is present in an image 

unlike face recognition—which distinguishes unique human  faces, face detection simplest  suggests 

 whether or now not a face is found in an image. 

The group of feature based totally face popularity strategies  is the Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

(SIFT) proposed by Lowe. The SIFT technique and its corresponding features has many properties that make 

them suitable for matching different images of an object or a scene. The SIFT method detects the local key points 

that are notable and stable for images in different resolutions and uses scale and rotation invariant descriptors to 

represent the key-points. 

 

Feature extraction:- By using SIFT and PCA, feature extraction can done . SIFT is a scale invariant feature 

transform which is used for Invariant to scale change, Invariant to rotation change, Invariant to illumination 

change ,Robust to addition of noise, Robust to substantial range of affine transformation, Robust to 3D view 

point, Highly distinctive for discrimination. Principle component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate technique that 

analyzes a face data in which observation are described by several inter-correlated dependent variables. The goal 

of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of the data while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in 

the dataset. 

 

Face recognition:-By using support vector machine classifier face can be recognized. SVM is   capable of fast 

and accurate classification of a high number of faces. 

Door Lock open: The door lock is open once the face is recognized. The serial interface is with pc. The data is  

send serially to microcontroller which decrypt the data And open the door lock. The security is provided based 

on face recognition. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
A automatic face recognition and door lock open by use off SIFT algorithm is discussed and studied. 

The system comforts the process for door lock. The demand of smart home is increases in the todays era. This 

system is a part of home automation for smart home. The system can be further enhance to control the various 

appliances. Also it can be added much feature like retina detection and fingerprint based door open.   
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